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“For us at Hermann Bock GmbH, technical progress does not 

count as innovation until it helps to improve the quality of life of 

people in need of healthcare, and consequently increases their 

zest for life. That is how we think and act when developing 

high-grade health beds. We use our long-standing experience 

and technical know-how to create products which are geared to 

the individual needs of people in care and the requirements of 

nursing staff, and which extend well beyond the standards set 

out by law. Our working processes give rise to beds that pro-

vide added value, extra convenience and comfort and a greater 

sense of well-being, and are economical to boot.”

Your Klaus Bock        
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The company
Eighty-five years of successful company history, eighty-five 

years of unchecked innovation capacity characterise Hermann 

Bock GmbH. Numerous forward-thinking developments and 

patented solutions have put us in a visionary position in the 

healthcare market. The key to our products’ success has been 

our policy of continual improvement that is strictly geared to the 

needs of people and their practical experiences.

Our special interest in healthy lying environments began 

with the production of slatted frames in the early 1970s. Devel-

opment and manufacture of a dual-motor slatted frame was 

followed by the first electrically height-adjustable care bed in 

1983. Since then we have advanced to become one of the lead-

ing manufacturers of healthcare beds for therapy and nursing 

situations.

Since the beginning of the 90s, Hermann Bock has offered 

special furnishing concepts for nursing and healthcare institu-

tions. That means over 30 years of experience in designing and 

producing high-quality furniture to a concept dedicated to creat-

ing individual living space.

We will continue with our efforts to improve the quality of 

life through modern interior concepts that are fully tailored to 

individual needs in healthcare, home and living scenarios.

“Healthcare is one of the most 
difficult arts. It is motivated 
by compassion but driven by 
knowledge alone.” 
Mary Adelaide Nuttung, first professor of nursing, 1925 
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Quality made in Germany

High quality and economical products go hand in hand at 

Bock. At our own innovation centre, our engineers  develop 

bed systems that are in line with market and  personal 

requirements. Prototypes are tested, and test  methods 

are established to analyze the risks. Modern machinery 

for punching, bending, robotic welding and electrostatic 

powder-coating are available for serial production at our manu-

facturing facilities that extend over an area of 9000 square 

meters.

Bock as an innovator

A health bed from Bock is always the outcome of synergy. Our 

internal research and development centre forms the basis for 

this. Skills from the engineering, scientific, medical and health-

care domains are combined there. A care bed needs to satisfy 

many organizational requirements and personal needs.

So whenever a new development project begins, we aim to 

achieve an ideal mix of individuality, functionality and economy. 

After all, our aspiration can only culminate in visible results in 

everyday care – satisfaction on the part of operators and users 

alike – when all these issues have been taken into account.
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Employees who are forward 
thinking

One of the reasons why we can deliver such a high level of 

quality is that quality requirements are firmly anchored in our 

employees‘ minds. Our workforce is characterized by great 

commitment, a wealth of ideas and true team spirit. 

Quality and safety management

Bock attaches great importance to quality assurance when it 

comes to the manufacture of ancillary care equipment. Utilizing 

an intensive quality management system that complies with 

DIN EN 13485:2003 we ensure that our health beds come with 

optimum safety and will function perfectly over the long term. 

Quality assurance runs through all stages – from prototyping 

to our own toolmaking and to the site where the bed is going 

to be installed. In addition, all beds are subjected to extensive 

risk analysis and assessment in the course of risk management 

according to DIN EN 14971:2001 in order to ensure safety and 

protect people.

From experience we have learned that free space for joint think-

ing and action leads to our goals: to real innovations – and we 

are very proud of that.
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ripolux®

When developing new technical systems relating to health, 

Bock aims to raise the level of prevention by means of innova-

tion.

ripolux®, Bock‘s new type of lying surface, sets new stand-

ards when it comes to the efficacy and economy of preventing 

pressure sores.

The great effectiveness of ripolux® opens up brand new 

perspectives for the treatment of certain illnesses and for the 

positioning of bed bound and long-term patients.

ripolux® allows occupants to lie without almost any pressure. 

Using a completely new spiral spring made of permanently elas-

tic high-performance plastic, ripolux® exploits all the advantages 

of linear spring movement. This maximum spring movement 

not only results in the utmost comfort but also in a modular 

movement of every spring element in all directions with a fast-

reacting and high restoring force. Every single body zone is sup-

ported optimally at all points of contact. 

Bock‘s system idea combines the intelligent ripolux® lying sur-

face with the specially developed ripocare mattress to form a 

positioning system that absorbs pressure perfectly. It is very 

easy to handle ripolux® as the elements are fastened to the 

lying surface with dirt-repellent rubber stoppers. Furthermore, 

ripolux® meets all hygiene requirements, and can be cleaned 

quickly and easily.

With ripomed, Bock also offers the innovative ripolux® 

technology as a self-contained mattress system. ripomed – a 

mattress for better prevention rest with any bed anywhere.

|
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Safety, effective from the plug

available by choice of option 

freeplus24 
The intelligent low-voltage wall plug solution

With the .bock low-voltage system freeplus24 the care beds 

work with a safe small tension of 24 Volt – and this beginning 

from the wall plug. Due to the electronic control of freeplus24 a 

higher speed of the motors is archieved, which enlarges com-

fort for patients and care personnel in the same way.

As a special advantage for the technical service, the peri-

odical measurement of the leakage current on care beds will be 

unnecessary, if the bed will be equipped with a calibtated wall 

power supply. Naturally, there is no more disturbing transformer 

lying around, so that cleaning of the floor and movement of the 

bed will be eased.

• Safe small tension of 24 V effective from the plug

• Higher motor speed due to electronic control of motor power

• No periodic measurement of leakage current at the care bed

• Automatic disconnection at overload

• Electronic transformer with built-in primary fuse

• No disturbing transformer on the floor

• Changeable wall power supply

Safety, effective from the plug
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Special beds

Special needs require special measures. Our long experience 

in dealing with physical disabilities and restriction as a conse-

quence of illness and accidents has repeatedly confirmed the 

approach that it is impossible to standardize people who are 

in need of care and therapy. Therefore an important aim of our 

ambitions is to develop special bed systems, corresponding 

to the requirements of people, for whom; due to their physi-

cal condition or diseases, the standard care system does not 

provide the optimal care and treatment.  With our special beds, 

we have laid the foundation to provide the best support for the 

recuperation process while creating professional care condi-

tions at the same time.

Overview of systems

adi.lec 220

Heavy-duty bed for person weight 
up to 220 kg 
Page 18

domiflex lie low bed

Lie low bed

Page 22  

star.lec

Standing bed for therapy and care

Page 28  

adi.lec 280

Heavy-duty bed for person weight 
up to 280 kg 
Page 16

kängbo 90 x 200

Adolescent care bed

Page 26

kängbo 70 x 140

Cot

Page 24

eloflex 185

Heavy-duty bed for person weight 
up to 185 kg 
Page 44

ancona lie low bed

Lie low bed

Page 20

belluno, variolift 

Bed inserts for person weight
up to 165 kg
Page 34 and 48
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It is only possible to provide individual care for persons with special 

physical conditions when their needs have been considered ideally. 

Using the special bed adi.lec 280, it is possible to look after heavier 

patients conveniently without having to concentrate on about their 

weight. This bed comes with an especially strong frame and a robust 

ball-bearing system that make it very stable. It is highly convenient 

because of the variety of functions that are available to operate it 

electrically. An extremely wide range of adjustment not only makes 

it easy to get in and out of bed, but also ensures the optimum height 

for care activities. adi.lec 280 is easy to operate by virtue of their 

complete ground clearance and mobility at any height.

adi.lec 280 is ideal for persons with a body weight up to 280 

kg. The strong frames have been enhanced. Two box motors ensure 

that the lying surface, which is made of waterproof laminated board, 

can be adjusted reliably. A central braking means that adi.lec 280 

swivelling double-castors can be blocked conveniently.

 

adi.lec 280

Convenient care for 
the heavier patient

Heavy-duty bed

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle °
Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90°  
Raised leg position, stretched  
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm  
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension  
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails •

Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation  
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm  
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface  
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails °
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system  
ripoplan lying surface system  
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails °
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg  
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system  
Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling •

Central braking •

• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – adi.lec 280 Heavy-duty bed

Total weight: 210 kg

Lying surface dimensions: See feature options

External dimensions: See feature options

Safe capacity: 315 kg

Maximum person weight: 280 kg

Height adjustment: 40 – 81 cm

Lifter space: 23 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Feature options

Item no. Lying surface External

 dimension  dimensions

245 100 x 200 cm 116 x 223 cm

245 120 x 200 cm 136 x 223 cm

245 120 x 220 cm 136 x 243 cm

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.

  

Advice: Please note the eloflex 185 on page 42/43, an heavy-duty 

bed for person weight up to 185 kg!
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It is only possible to provide individual care for persons with special 

physical conditions when their needs have been considered ideally. 

Using the special bed adi.lec 220, it is possible to look after heavier 

patients conveniently without having to concentrate on about their 

weight. This bed comes with an especially strong frame and a robust 

ball-bearing system that makes it very stable. It is highly convenient 

because of the variety of functions that are available to operate it 

electrically. An extremely wide range of adjustment not only makes 

it easy to get in and out of bed, but also ensures the optimum height 

for care activities. adi.lec 220 are easy to operate by virtue of their 

complete ground clearance and mobility at any height.

adi.lec 220 is ideal for persons with a body weight of up to 220 

kg. The lying surface is driven by two box motors and has reinforced 

sprung slats whose degree of tension can be regulated individually. 

Each swivelling double-castor can be blocked individually.

 

adi.lec 220

Convenient care for 
the heavier patient

Heavy-duty bed

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle °
Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90°  
Raised leg position, stretched  
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm  
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension •

Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails •

Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation  
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm  
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface  
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails °
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system  
ripoplan lying surface system  
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails °
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg  
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system  
Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling •

Central braking °
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – adi.lec 220 Heavy-duty bed

Total weight: 155 kg

Lying surface dimensions: See feature options

External dimensions: See feature options

Safe capacity: 255 kg

Maximum person weight: 220 kg

Height adjustment: 40 – 81 cm

Lifter space: 23 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Feature options

Item no. Lying surface External

 dimensions dimensions

246 100 x 200 cm 116 x 223 cm

246 100 x 220 cm 116 x 243 cm

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.

  

Advice: Please note the eloflex 185 on page 42/43, an heavy-duty 

bed for person weight up to 185 kg!
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The extremely low lying-height of only 21 cm of the ancona lie-low 

bed nearly excludes, especially in conjunction with the roll-off-

 mattress, injuries due to falling out of the bed. Therefore even active 

patients are protected, as they will not climb out of the bed and 

 possibly harm themselves by that. 

The central locking for the rollers in a 2+2-system, the large 

100 mm steering rollers, the integrated wooden siderails and the 

 lifter space have proved their value in everyday care and can also be 

found in the ancona lie-low bed. The patient’s rehabilitation is sup-

ported by the electrically adjustable lying surface with lowered head/

leg  positions. The security of the bed is ensured by several locks.

On request, the ancona lie-low bed is also available with 

an adjustable range from 21 to 81 cm and this version fulfils all 

 normative demands. The height adjustment up to 81 cm ensures 

ideal and back friendly working conditions for care personnel.

ancona lie-low bed

The lie-low bed for 
optimal prophylaxis 
from falling out of the 
bed.

 

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds °
Lifting pole with triangular handle °
Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90°  
Raised leg position, stretched  
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension •

Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails •

Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface  
Low entrance height •

Bumpers for attachable side rails  
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails  
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg •

Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses  
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system  
Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling •

Central braking •

• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – ancona lie-low bed  

Total weight: 145 kg

Lying surface dimensions: 90 x 200 cm

External dimensions: 105 x 222 cm

Safe capacity: 185 kg

Maximum person weight: 150 kg

Height adjustment: 21 – 61 cm or 21 – 81 cm

Lifter space: > 15 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm with wooden slatted frame,

38 cm with ripoplan

Special sizes: 100 cm width,

180 – 220 cm length

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.    

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.

Electrical height adjustment

Lowered head/leg positions 
(Trendelenburg).
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The domiflex lie low is so sophisticated that it allows a height of just 

24 cm to the floor. This guarantees a maximum of safety and injuries 

due to possible falling out are avoided. In particular at night there is 

often the demand for safety bedding without anchorage. In case of 

need one can leave the bed independently, without great efforts 

and without having to overcome obstacles. This avoids serious falls 

and crushing.

This particular bed from the domiflex series is based on a spe-

cial manufacturing system, which simplifies the construction and 

the use of material. In order to ensure the technically lowest height, 

the lying surface can optionally be obtained with ripoplan or with a 

steel based lying surface. domifelx is a high quality but inexpensive 

stable bed.

domiflex

Very low and highly 
protective

Lie low bed

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds °
Lifting pole with triangular handle °
Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90° °
Raised leg position, stretched °
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails •

Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface °
Low entrance height •

Bumpers for attachable side rails °
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails °
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg °
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system °
Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling •

Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

Specifications – domiflex Lie low bed

Total weight: 80 kg

Lying surface dimensions: 90 x 200 cm

External dimensions: 103.5 x 215.5 cm

Safe capacity: 170 kg

Maximum person weight: 135 kg

Height adjustment: 24 – 64 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm with steel lying surface

Special sizes: 180 – 220 cm length,

special widths not available

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug.   

Feature options

Item no. 4-section

266 With wooden side rails

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.
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Children need freedom to perceive the world around them in their 

own way. At the same time, they need to enjoy protection and secu-

rity in order to develop their basic confidence. kängbo provides both 

scope and protection. The transparency of the perspex in the kängbo 

merges with the room to form an integrated unit. Children can look 

through the sides to get an unrestricted view of their immediate 

surroundings.

The glass-clear perspex elements, as well as all other side 

options, protect occupants safely against falls and injury. A stable 

steel tube framework and the perspex create a completely safe envi-

ronment. With its combination of transparency and intense colours, 

kängbo gives every room a cheerful, lighthearted ambience.

To provide even more support for personal requirements and 

room conditions, kängbo can, on request, be obtained in special siz-

es, with door elements on both sides and as an option with wooden 

sides that cannot be seen through.

 

kängbo 70 x 140

For children

Cot

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle  
Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90°  
Raised leg position, stretched  
Bed lamp model B  
Bed lamp model D  
Bed lamp model E  
Bed lamp model Task Light  
Bed extension for length of 220 cm  
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole  
Integrated wooden side rails  
Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation  
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm  
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface  
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails  
Bumpers for side rails  
ripolux® lying surface system  
ripoplan lying surface system  
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails  
Special width/length  
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg  
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system  
Universal clamp with modular accessories  
Full panelling  
Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – kängbo 70 x 140

Total weight: 92 kg (variant 285A003)

Lying surface dimensions: 70 x 140 cm

External dimensions: 82 x 157 cm

Safe capacity: 170 kg

Maximum person weight: 135 kg

Height adjustment: 34 – 84 cm

Lifter space: 18 cm

Side rail height: 65 cm or 100 cm

Special sizes: on request

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Feature options

Item no.

285 A003 perspex throughout

285 A022 perspex front, wooden rear

Subject to technical modification.
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The well-being of adolescents and young adults in need of care 

is largely determined by their surroundings so Hermann Bock has 

applied the kängbo concept to a convenient and comfortable care 

bed with a standard size of 90 cm x 200 cm, and has added some 

features to meet changed requirements. This kängbo care bed has 

been designed to cope with the body size of an adult. The bed‘s 

safety features and characteristics, however, mean that it is also 

totally suitable for a child. With its modern colour scheme and home-

ly mix of materials, kängbo will always attract attention and create 

a cheerful ambience.

Additional options are available that allow kängbo to be adapt-

ed even better to personal and room conditions. Alternatively to the 

standard equipment, the kängbo can optionally be obtained with 

wooden doors. kängbo is also available in special sizes on request.

kängbo 90 x 200

For children and 
 adolescents

Adolescent care bed

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle °
Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90° °
Raised leg position, stretched °
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light  
Bed extension for length of 220 cm  
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails  
Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm  
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface °
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails  
Bumpers for side rails  
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails  
Special width/length  
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg  
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system  
Universal clamp with modular accessories  
Full panelling  
Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – kängbo 90 x 200

Total weight: 142 kg (variant 285A001), 

129 kg (variant 285A002)

Lying surface dimensions: 90 x 200 cm

External dimensions: 102 x 217 cm

Safe capacity: 170 kg

Maximum person weight: 135 kg

Height adjustment: 34 – 84 cm

Lifter space: 18 cm

Side rail height: 75 cm or 110 cm

Special sizes: on request

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Feature options

Item no.

285 A001 perspex throughout

285 A002 perspex front, wooden rear

Subject to technical modification.

 

  

Variant kängbo 90 x 200 with high side rails
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Standing therapy is particularly important in rehabilitation. star.lec is 

a standing bed that has been developed in close cooperation with 

physicians and therapists and allows care, treatment and training for 

standing therapy to be arranged individually and professionally. The 

standing position is used to improve circulation, to combat oste-

oporosis and contractions, to treat paraplegics, tetraplegics as well 

as patients with extensive paralysis, and to promote bladder and 

intestinal activity.

The angle of standing can be controlled smoothly with the 

convenient hand control. The lying surface is raised slowly and 

steadily in line with the occupant‘s state of health. Intelligent con-

trol mechanisms ensure that all functions are coordinated perfectly. 

The lying surface can be fitted with both the patented ripolux® anti 

decubitus system and the hygienic plastic ripoplan, or with a slatted 

frame. star.lec has mechanical safety features including belts and a 

robust foot board as well as an extensive safety system with dual 

protection.

This standing bed meets the most demanding quality and safe-

ty requirements placed on a rehabilitation bed, and also delivers all 

the benefits of a care bed that is suitable for disabled persons.

star.lec

Personal therapy while 
standing - professional 
care while resting

 

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle °
Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90°  
Raised leg position, stretched  
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm  
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails °
Wedge-shaped pillow °
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation  
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm  
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface  
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails  
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails  
Special width/length  
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg  
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position •

star.lec tray °
Transport and storage system  
Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling  
Central braking •

• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

• End switcher in foot section

• Safety stop for standing function

Specifications – star.lec  

Total weight: 280 kg

Lying surface dimensions: See feature options

External dimensions: See feature options

Safe capacity: 170 kg

Maximum person weight: 135 kg

Height adjustment: 40 – 80 cm

Lifter space: 15 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm with sprung slats

33 cm with ripolux®

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Feature options

Item no. 4-section Lying surface External

  dimensions

248 90 x 200 cm 105 x 213.5 cm

248 100 x 200 cm 115 x 213.5 cm

248 90 x 220 cm 105 x 233.5 cm

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.
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Overview of systems

In their unique quality, Hermann Bock therapy and rehabilitation 

beds unite the wealth of knowledge that has been acquired 

from years of experience as a manufacturer with the latest 

findings from research, science and practice. Our healthcare 

products equally meet patients‘ needs for maximum comfort 

and a life of dignity. The highest safety standards and first-class 

functionality of our products have proved themselves in profes-

sional healthcare, day after day, out in professional healthcare 

for years. Our future efforts in conjunction with experts from 

the rehabilitation and furniture sectors will help to develop new 

healthcare products and enhance existing ones, and thus con-

tinue to provide optimum support for quality of life.

Therapy and rehabilitation beds

eloflex 185

reinforced version

Page 44

domiflex

Page 40  

eloflex

Page 42

belluno

Page 32

belluno 

Bed insert

Page 34

centroflex

Page 36

variolift

Bed insert with belluno cot

Page 48

valeoflex TZ

Page 46

centroflex F

Page 38
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belluno is the classic among modern care beds. This bed combines 

maximum comfort and ease of use with an attractive price. The 

professional design and economy of the belluno have proved them-

selves thousand times use in home care use both at home and in 

the area of rehabilitation and therapy.

The lying surface is available as a 4-section option. In addition, 

the lying surface can be fitted - besides the stable slatted frame - 

with the patented ripolux® anti decubitus system or the hygienic 

ripoplan plastic board system as an option.

The variegated possible combinations of the equipment not 

only allow optimal bedding conditions but they also guarantee an 

individual, deman-ortiented resting and sleeping. With the modern 

clip system, belluno can be assembled and dismantled easily and 

quickly by one person. To minimise the environmental impact, there 

is virtually no packaging on delivery.

belluno

A modern classic for 
proper rest

 

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle •

Grab rail °
Raised leg position, 90° °
Raised leg position, stretched °
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails •

Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface °
Low entrance height °
Bumpers for attachable side rails °
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails °
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg  
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system °
Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling  
Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – belluno  

Total weight: 98 kg

Lying surface dimensions: 90 x 200 cm

External dimensions: 103 x 213 cm

Safe capacity: 170 kg

Maximum person weight: 135 kg

Height adjustment: 37 – 83 cm, low version 32 – 78 cm

Lifter space: 15 cm, low version 10 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm with sprung slats

34 cm with ripolux®

Special sizes: 80 – 140 cm widths,

180 – 220 cm length

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Safety, effective from the plug

available by choice of option 

  

Feature options

Item no.

280 Wooden side rails

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.
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belluno is the classic among modern inserts for care beds and has 

proved itself thousand times in daily care at home. This bed-in-bed 

system combines maximum comfort with easy handling.

The lying surface is available as a 4-section option. In addition, 

the lying surface can be fitted - besides the stable slatted frame - 

with the patented ripolux® anti decubitus system or the hygienic 

ripoplan plastic board system as an option.

The lying surface is 190 cm long, but is also available with a 

length of 200 cm. The width can be converted from 90 cm to 100 

cm. The possible combinations of features do not only create ideal 

positioning and care conditions but also guarantee that occupants 

can rest and sleep in their familiar surroundings in keeping with their 

own needs.

The belluno bed-in-bed system has a modular structure and 

can be assembled and dismantled quickly by a single person. To 

minimise the environmental impact, there is virtually no packaging 

on delivery.

belluno

For care at home in a 
bed-in-bed system

Bed insert - safe capacity 200 kg

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle °
Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90° °
Raised leg position, stretched °
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light  
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm °
Feet for freestanding assembly •

Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails  
Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface °
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails  
Bumpers for side rails  
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment °
Attachable side rails  
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg  
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system  
Universal clamp with modular accessories  
Full panelling  
Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – belluno Bed insert

Total weight: 65 kg

Lying surface dimensions: 90/100 x 190 or 200 cm

External dimensions: 89 x 187 cm

Safe capacity: 200 kg

Maximum person weight: 165 kg

Height adjustment: 33 – 79 cm

Lifter space: 11 cm

Special sizes: 80 – 140 cm widths,

180 – 220 cm length

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.

Safety, effective from the plug

available by choice of option 

   

Feature options

Item no.

290 90/100 x 190 cm

290 90/100 x 200 cm

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.
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Due to its stable ball-bearing system the centroflex offers an 

excellent operating characteristic. The ease with which this bed‘s 

automatic functions and other features can be handled offers ideal 

conditions for the everyday care both at home and at rehabilitation 

and therapy organizations. With its attractive price-performing ratio 

and options for combining features, centroflex meets many kinds of 

requirements at the same time.

The lying surface is available as a 4- or 5-section option. In addi-

tion, the lying surface can be fitted - besides the slatted frame - with 

the patented ripolux® anti decubitus system or the hygienic ripoplan 

plastic board system as an option.

Its easy assembly means that the centroflex can be setup and 

dismantled quickly by a single person, and emphasizes the practical 

value of this bed.

centroflex

Stable ball-bearing 
system for assembly 
and dismantling

 

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle •

Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90° °
Raised leg position, stretched °
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails •

Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface °
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails °
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails °
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg °
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system •

Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling  
Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – centroflex  

Total weight: 85 kg

Lying surface dimensions: 90 x 200 cm

External dimensions: 102.5 x 221 cm

Safe capacity: 170 kg

Maximum person weight: 135 kg

Height adjustment: 40 – 81 cm

Lifter space: 23 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm with sprung slats

33 cm with ripolux®

Special sizes: 180 – 220 length,

special widths not possible

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Feature options

Item no. 4-section

275 Wooden side rails

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.

Lowered head/leg positions 
(Trendelenburg) on request.
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Due to its stable ball-bearing system the centroflex F offers an 

excellent operating characteristic. The ease with which this bed‘s 

automatic functions and other features can be handled offers ideal 

conditions for the everyday care both at home and at rehabilitation 

and therapy organizations. With its attractive price-performing ratio 

and options for combining features, centroflex F meets many kinds 

of requirements at the same time.

centroflex F is equipped with a centered steel bar to reinforce 

the chassis and has, compared with the centroflex, oval castors. The 

end panels of centroflex F are fully covered. 

The lying surface is available as a 4- or 5-section option. In addi-

tion, the lying surface can be fitted - besides the slatted frame - with 

the patented ripolux® anti decubitus system or the hygienic ripoplan 

plastic board system as an option.

Its easy assembly means that the centroflex F can be setup 

and dismantled quickly by a single person, and emphasizes the prac-

tical value of this bed.

centroflex F

Stable ball-bearing 
system for assembly 
and dismantling

 

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle •

Grab rail °
Raised leg position, 90° °
Raised leg position, stretched °
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails •

Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface °
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails °
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails °
Special width/length  
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg °
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system •

Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling •

Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – centroflex F  

Total weight: 96 kg

Lying surface dimensions: 90 x200 cm

External dimensions: 105 x 223.5 cm

Safe capacity: 170 kg

Maximum person weight: 135 kg

Height adjustment: 40 – 81 cm

Lifter space: 23 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm with sprung slats

33 cm with ripolux®

Special sizes: 180 – 220 cm length,

special widths not possible

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Feature options

Item no. 4-section

200.00187 Wooden side rails

Subject to technical modification.

Lowered head/leg positions 
(Trendelenburg) on request.
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With domiflex, Hermann Bock is setting new standards when it 

comes to fulfil personal and legal requirements relating to health-

care. As a standard care bed it has not only a convincing price but 

due to its high quality it is also a long-lasting ancillary care equip-

ment.

A new manufacturing system simplifies the construction of 

domiflex and the use of materials. With domiflex, operators and 

users can therefore continue to draw upon the proven quality and 

functioning of Bock‘s health beds without restriction.

domiflex has a stable 4-section lying surface with a slatted 

frame which can be conveniently adjusted via the electronic hand 

control with an integrated disabling function. The head and foot sec-

tions are lined with patterned wooden board on the inside for more 

cosiness.

domiflex is delivered with Bock‘s packaging-free transport 

and storage system. The bed is assembled quickly and easily with 

screws that can be tightened and undone by hand.

domiflex

Low-cost, high-quality

 

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle •

Grab rail °
Raised leg position, 90° °
Raised leg position, stretched °
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails •

Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface °
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails °
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails °
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg °
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system •

Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling •

Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – domiflex  

Total weight: 82 kg

Lying surface dimensions: 90 x 200 cm

External dimensions: 103 x 221 cm

Safe capacity: 170 kg

Maximum person weight: 135 kg

Height adjustment: 40 – 81 cm

Lifter space: 23 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm with sprung slats

34 cm with ripolux®

Special sizes: 180 – 220 cm length,

special widths not possible

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug.  

Safety, effective from the plug

available by choice of option 

   

Feature options

Item no.

265 Wooden side rails 90 x 200 cm

265 Steel side rails 90 x 200 cm

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.
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Thanks to its sophisticated design, eloflex has a long-lasting service 

life despite heavy duty. The ease with which this bed‘s automatic 

functions and other features can be handled offers ideal conditions 

for everyday care both at home and at rehabilitation and therapy 

organizations. With its attractive price/performance ratio and options 

for combining features, eloflex meets many kinds of requirements 

at the same time.

The lying surface is available as a 3-, 4- or 5-section variant. In 

addition, the lying surface can be fitted - besides the slatted frame - 

with the patented ripolux® anti decubitus system or the hygienic 

ripoplan plastic board system as an option.

Its easy assembly with the modern clip system means that 

eloflex can be setup and dismantled quickly by a single person, and 

emphasizes the practical value of this bed.

eloflex

Functionality to meet 
many requirements

 

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle •

Grab rail °
Raised leg position, 90° °
Raised leg position, stretched °
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails •

Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface °
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails °
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails °
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg °
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system •

Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling °
Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – eloflex  

Total weight: 85 kg

Lying surface dimensions: 90 x 200 cm

External dimensions: 103 x 214 cm

Safe capacity: 170 kg

Maximum person weight: 135 kg

Height adjustment: 39.5 – 80 cm

Lifter space: 23 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm with sprung slats

34 cm with ripolux®

Special sizes: 180 – 220 cm length,

special widths not possible

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Safety, effective from the plug

available by choice of option 

  

Feature options

Item no. 3-section

260 Wooden side rails

260 Wooden side rails (Trendelenburg)

Item no. 4-section

260 Wooden side rails

260 Wooden side rails (Trendelenburg)

 Optionally with steel side rails.

Subject to technical modification.

3-section

Back section electrically adjus-
table, leg section manually 
adjustable.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.

Lowered head/leg positions 
(Trendelenburg) on request.

  

Variant eloflex with full panneling
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Thanks to its sophisticated design, eloflex 185 has a long-lasting 

service life and fulfils the most demanding requirements even for 

a person with a weight up to 185 kg. For that purpose the motors 

were reinforced and the bed‘s construction was adapted to the 

higher requirements with struts. 

The ease with which this bed‘s automatic functions and other 

features can be handled offers ideal conditions for the everyday care 

both at home and at rehabilitation and therapy organizations. With its 

attractive price-performing ratio and options for combining features, 

eloflex 185 meets many kinds of requirements at the same time and 

represents an inexpensive alternative to the heavy-duty beds.

eloflex 185

The low-cost  variant 
for middle-heavy 
weights up to 185 kg

 reinforced version

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle •

Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90° °
Raised leg position, stretched °
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension °
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails •

Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface  
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails °
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails °
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg  
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system •

Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling °
Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – eloflex 185  

Total weight: 93 kg

Lying surface dimensions: 90 x 200 cm

External dimensions: 103 x 214 cm

Safe capacity: 220 kg

Maximum person weight: 185 kg

Height adjustment: 39.5 – 80 cm

Lifter space: 23 cm

Side rail height: 37 cm with sprung slats

34 cm with ripolux®

Special sizes: Special width 100 cm,

180 – 220 cm length

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Feature options

Item no. 4-section

260 Wooden side rails

260 Steel side rails

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.

  

Advice: Please note the heavy-duty beds adilec 280 and adilec 220 

on pages 16 to 19 for even higher person weight!
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valeoflex TZ is based on a specially reinforced overall design that 

supports convenient functions. Its long service life, reliable technol-

ogy and ease of handling make the valeoflex TZ to an ideal bed for 

everyday care.

The new hoocking-in sytem, the lying surface with individual 

motors and an attachable side rail, enable a quick assembly and 

dismantling o the bed. The leg section of the lying surface can also 

be adjusted to individual requirements with manual adjustment. 

The height can vary from 36.5 cm to 86.5 cm, so this bed has an 

extremely low entrance height and the optimum height for care 

activities.

The bed can be set up and taken down quickly as it incorpo-

rates a new slot-in system, a lying surface with individual motors, 

and an attachable side rail.

Thanks to its sophisticated design, the attachable side rail 

 system provides an optimum height of 43 cm to protect the occu-

pant, and can be used together with bed extensions.

valeoflex TZ

Great reliablity with 
additional features

 

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle °
Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90°  
Raised leg position, stretched •

Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light °
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension  
Foot unit, 200 cm  
Feet for freestanding assembly  
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails  
Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation  
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface  
Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails  
Bumpers for side rails °
ripolux® lying surface system  
ripoplan lying surface system  
Side rail attachment  
Attachable side rails  
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg  
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system •

Universal clamp with modular accessories °
Full panelling •

Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – valeoflex TZ  

Total weight: 105 kg incl. lifting pole

Lying surface dimensions: 90 x 200 cm

External dimensions: 96.5 x 218 cm

Safe capacity: 170 kg

Maximum person weight: 135 kg

Height adjustment: 36.5 – 86.5 cm

Lifter space: 17 cm

Side rail height: 43 cm with steel lying surface

Special sizes: Up to 220 cm length,

special widths not possible

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.   

Feature options

Item no. 4-section

272 Mountable wooden side rails

272 Mountable steel side rails

Subject to technical modification.

4-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.
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variolift is a superb multifunctional bed-in-bed system. Its extremely 

low construction height allows it to be combined with almost any 

bed frame.

The 5-section lying surface with an integrated head rest 

ensures that the bed is very comfortable to lie on and can be adjust-

ed electrically throughout. The wooden sprung slats of the lying sur-

face and the individual adjustment of the degree of tension make it 

possible for the occupant of this bed to rest and sleep in a healthy 

manner. The lying surface is 190 cm long, but is also available with 

a length of 200 cm as an option. The width can be converted from 

90 cm to 100 cm via matress clamps. The supporting surface of the 

4-section variant is also available in the shape of ripolux® or ripoplan 

as an option.

On request variolift can be equipped with feets for free stand-

ing.

 

variolift

Multifunctional 
 bed-in-bed system

Bed insert - safe capacity 200 kg

Extras:

You can find descriptions of the accessories on pages 
52 – 63.

Roll-down mattress for lie-low beds  
Lifting pole with triangular handle °
Grab rail  
Raised leg position, 90° °
Raised leg position, stretched °
Bed lamp model B °
Bed lamp model D °
Bed lamp model E °
Bed lamp model Task Light  
Bed extension for length of 220 cm °
Wooden sprung slats with degree of tension •

Foot unit, 200 cm °
Feet for freestanding assembly °
Infusion holder for lifting pole °
Integrated wooden side rails  
Wedge-shaped pillow  
Mattresses °
Mattress compensation °
Mattress extension for a length of 220 cm °
Integrated head rest for 5-section lying surface •

Low entrance height  
Bumpers for attachable side rails  
Bumpers for side rails  
ripolux® lying surface system °
ripoplan lying surface system °
Side rail attachment °
Attachable side rails  
Special width/length °
Control box and hand control for Trendelenburg  
Individual-function disabling  
Special mattresses °
Standing position  
star.lec tray  
Transport and storage system  
Universal clamp with modular accessories  
Full panelling  
Central braking  
• Standard feature  ° Extra

Safety guarantees:

• Mains isolation system

• Primary fuse in the power plug

• Secondary fuse/polyswitch

• Thermal release

• Disabling function

• Hand control with single fault safety

• Special spiral mains cable

• Anti-kink cable management bracket

• Water-resistant to IPX4

• Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

Specifications – variolift Bed insert

Total weight: 67 kg

Lying surface dimensions: 90/100 x 190 or 200 cm

Safe capacity: 200 kg

Maximum person weight: 165 kg

Height adjustment: 46 cm, 27 cm lowest position

Lifter space: 9 cm, with castors 10 cm

Special sizes: 180 – 220 cm length,

special widths only possible as 

belluno bed-in-bed-system

Motors Water-resistant to IPX4, 

 high-grade anti-kink 

 cable management bracket,

 fuse in the mains plug, 

 mains isolation system 

 and emergency lowering.  

Safety, effective from the plug

available by choice of option 

  

Feature options

Item no.

295 90/100 x 190 cm

295 90/100 x 200 cm

Subject to technical modification.

5-section

Electric back and leg section 
adjustment with automatic tri-
ple action knee break.

  

The belluno bed frame must be ordered seperately
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Manufacturer, operator and user – a team

When it comes to the compliance and accomplishment of all 

safety regulations and protection measures, the manufacturer, 

operator and user form a team in which the responsibilities are 

defined clearly.

The operator is any legal entity or individual  that uses Her-

mann Bock care beds or has them used on their behalf, includ-

ing hospitals, clinics, specialty retailers, care homes and other 

institutions. They bear responsibility for teaching users how to 

use and maintain beds properly.

Users are all persons who have the necessary training and 

experience to use electric health beds from Hermann Bock. 

Users are for example, nursing staff and relatives who take care 

of a family member.

The manufacturer Hermann Bock provides the following 

documentation for the operator of their healthcare beds. These 

documents are for the operator’s own information and for the 

transmission to the user.

–  Bock Works – Assembly and Operating Instructions

Safety inspections with service

Inspections are conducted to keep the very high safety level 

that we aspire to, and are thus an important measure to protect 

individuals. Medical equipment must be regularly inspected 

for safety at the intervals stated by the manufacturer and the 

generally accepted guidelines for such technology. In everyday 

practice, safety measures are subject to differing requirements 

and demands and consequently issue of potential wear and 

tear. To avoide dangers reliable it is essential to carry out safety 

inspections in line with national guidelines. The manufacturer 

has no influence on the extent to which the operator of electric 

beds complies with the rules. By offering time-saving services, 

Bock makes it easier for you to comply with the necessary 

safety rules.

Hermann Bock has successfully implemented an internal 

risk management system according to DIN EN 14971:2001. 

As part of this risk management system, all health beds are 

already subjected to thorough risk analysis and assessment in 

the development and initial production phases. In particular, all 

recognizable health risks for patients, users and third parties 

are examined for acceptability. A bed is not released for series 

production until the results show that the remaining risks are 

minimal.

All health beds from Hermann Bock can be categorized 

as active medical products belonging to class 1 (lowest risk 

class) according to rules 1 and 12 (Appendix IX of EU directive 

93/42/ECC). Conformity with EU directive 93/42/ECC is ensured 

by means of a conformity assessment process in accordance 

with Appendix VII.

Technology and safety

At Hermann Bock GmbH, every single health bed that we pro-

duce is subjected to comprehensive function testing at the pro-

duction site as part of our quality assurance system. Whenever 

our beds are delivered to a customer for the very first time, the 

person choosed to be in charge by the operator, is trained to 

handle the bed properly. Operators can also receive training in 

the proper, safe use of electrically operated care beds at any 

time on Bock‘s premises.

As a manufacturer of medical products, quality and safety 

are inseparable as far as Hermann Bock is concerned. We there-

fore regard the establishment of a quality management system 

based on DIN EN 13485:2003 as an effective instrument to 

optimize the processes at our company. By complying with 

this standard, we can assure our customers that our products 

meet legal requirements, and thus raise the satisfaction level of 

operators and users.
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Bedside cabinets
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verona 310

– integrated inclinable, height-adjustable table top
– top drawer that can be pulled out on both sides
–  one open compartment
– two hinged doors operable on both sides with inserted 

shelf
– wooden tray

perfekta 

– integrated table top
– top drawer that can be pulled out on both sides
–  one open compartment 
– two hinged doors operable on both sides with inserted 

shelf

varemat 

– integrated height-adjustable table top
– top drawer that can be pulled out on both sides
–  one open compartment 
– two hinged doors operable on both sides with 

inserted shelf

domiflex 

– same as standard 1300
– folding, height-adjustable table top
– tray attachable on the right and left

verona 310

– integrated inclinable, height-adjustable table top
– top drawer that can be pulled out on both sides
–  one open compartment
– two hinged doors operable on both sides with inserted 

shelf
– plastic tray

Standard 1300

– with drawer and door

Standard 1301

– with top drawer and deep drawer

Standard 1302

– with top drawer and deep drawer
– pull-out tray

Small server

– steplessly height-adjustable
– swivelling table top

Server 300

– steplessly height-adjustable 
– shelf
– swivelling table top with raised edge

Attachable tray

– placed on side rails
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Side rails

Wooden side rails Steel side rails

Mountable wooden side rails

(only for valeoflex TZ)

Attachable steel side rails

(only for valeoflex TZ)

Side rails for bed-in-bed systems

Length: 138 cm, height: 45 cm

Slatted frame

Basic version

ripoplan

Plastic board system

Stahlliegefläche Universal lying surface

Steel lying surface with removable ripolux® spiral springs

Choice of options
Lying surfaces

ripolux®

Spiral spring system
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Universal clamp

– with flexible tube and swivelling 
holder

Universal clamp

– flexible tube with detachable holder for 
hand control

Attachable tray

– placed on side rails

Lifting pole

– with triangular handle

 Attachable bed lamp 

Model B
–  light source: compact econo-

my bulb 13 W
– 230 V/13 W
– swivelling
– flexible tube and cord switch

Attachable bed lamp

Model D with plug-in transformer
– light source: halogen bulb 12 V/20 W/30
– 230 V/50 Hz AC, 240 V/50 Hz AC
– swivelling head
– cord switch

Attachable bed lamp

Model E with plug-in transformer
– light source: 14 LED PCB
– 230 V/0.06 A/7.5 V DC-300 mA
– swivelling head
– flexible tube
– hand control with clip

Bed lamp with universal clamp

Model F (Task Light) with plug-in transformer
– 12 V/DC PMW
– max. 14 V
– power consumption: 

on/off state: 0.15 A/0.01 A
night mode: 0.02 A

Grab rail

Infusion holder

– for lifting pole

Side rail bumpers

– For side rail attachement

Side rail attachment

(the side rails are raised by 18 cm)

Side rail bumpersInfusion holder

– quadruple (height adjustable)

Infusion holder

– duplex (fixed)

Accessories 
For more individuality

Universal clamp

– with drainage bag holder

Roll-down mattress

– for lie low beds

Universal clamp

– with urine bottle holder
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Bock hand control

With lock

Bock hand control

With separate control box for Trendelenburg

Integrated disabling function

This new technology allows all electric motor functions to be 

disabled directly via the hand control for all standard beds with 

horizontal adjustment. On the rear of the bock hand control 

there is a lock that can be operated with a special key. There is 

no longer any need for the control box that used to be installed 

beneath the lying surface, and the handling of the central disa-

bling function is made easier by using the bock hand control.

Double safety

Bock hand control complies with the latest standards and 

statuatory rules. It also provides the maximum safety level, and 

meets requirements relating to single fault safety. The disabling 

function is activated via two integrated switches. If one switch 

happens to fail, the second switch will disable the function reli-

ably and safely. The disabling function has additional test set-

tings for use during safety inspections.

Functional design

The size, shape and function of the bock hand control corre-

sponds exactly to legal requirements. Users can find buttons 

more easily as they sunk into the box. The size of the buttons, 

the symbols on them and the pressure needed to operate them 

have been geared precisely to the requirements of people in 

need of care.

Ideal clip

The bock hand control is mounted by means of a stable, rotat-

able hand control clip that adapts exactly to the side rail profil-

ing and can therefore be positioned very safely. To fasten the 

bock hand control, the clip can be adjusted in turns of 90° so 

that it can also be attached to other parts of the bed without 

any problems.

Bock hand control

With separate control box and castor function

The .bock hand control

With this hand control, Bock has yet again developed an innova-

tive product that is geared specifically to the requirements of 

care at home, at care organizations and care homes. Together 

with nursing staff and patients we have developed a complete-

ly new type of safety hand control that also meets all visual 

requirements.
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Mattresses 
We consistently realize Bock‘s aspiration to foster healthy rest. 

The lying surface is the key to comfort. Accordingly Bock‘s mat-

tresses fulfil special functions as a comfort component, adapted 

function intensifier or as a self-contained system for sleep. The 

focus is on health improvement in the choice of materials used 

in and around the mattresses. Special sizes are of course avail-

able on request.

ripomed-All-in-one-Matratze

ripolux® and ripocare in one system

Page 63

Bock standard mattress RG 35/10 cm

– PU foam mattress, 90 x 200 x 10 cm
– 1-side zip 

(1 short side and 20 cm over corner)
– cover single jersey (light blue), 

90 g/m², 100% polyester

Bock standard mattress RG 40/12 cm

– PU foam mattress, 90 x 200 x 12 cm
– 2-side zip 

(1 short side and 1 long side)
– cover made of elastic knitware 

(180 g/m², 58% polyester, 42% cotton)
– hinged
– washable up to 95 °C, autoclavable up to 105 °C

ripocare preventive mattress

The ideal supplement to ripolux®

Page 62

Mattresses overview
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Bock‘s system idea combines the intelligent ripolux® lying sur-

face with the specially developed ripocare mattress to form a 

positioning system that absorbs pressure perfectly. The combi-

nation of layered PU and cold foam ensures highly elastic points 

and the ability to adapt to the occupant‘s body. As a result, the 

ripocare system mattress, which is 10 cm high, compliments 

the function of ripolux® ideally. 

PU full cover

– breathable
– water-impermeable
– bacteria resistant
– autoclavable at 105˚C
– washable at 95˚C
– hidden 2-side zip
– removable

Extra-comfortable cover from Intera cotton double-cloth

– double-woven
– washable at 60˚C
– 2-side zip
– removable

Trevira CS cover

– inflammable according to DIN EN 597
– autoclavable at 105˚C
– washable at 95˚C
– 2-side zip
– removable

Standard cotton cover

– washable at 60˚C
– 1-side zip

ripocare 
ripolux® system mattress to rest almost without pressure

With ripomed, the ripolux® principle can be used anywhere – no 

matter which of our bed models are already in use at a care 

organization or at home. ripomed supports preventative rest 

in any bed anywhere. With ripomed, the comfort comes from 

the inside. At the core of the ripomed mattress is the spiroplex 

technology which is encased by high-grade soya foam. 

Bock CoolMax/Intense

– voluminous two-ply fabric
– moisture-regulating
– heat-regulating
– stress field reduction through carbon fibre
– quick-drying
– breathable
– removable zipped cover
– washable at 60 ̊C

ripomed
Preventative rest for every bed

PU full cover

– breathable
– vapour permeable
– bacteria resistant
– autoclavable at 105 ̊C
– washable at 95 ̊C
– hidden 2-side zip
– removable

– Degrees of tension 1 to 3
– Soya foam casing
– Breathable, moisture-regulating
– Heat-regulating, optimal microclimate
– spiroplex technology inside
– Lying almost without pressure
– Spine-supporting
– Aging-resistant
– Ecotex standard 100
– Suitable for allergy sufferers

Special cuts provide the necessary flexibility for the overall sur-

face, and outstanding acclimatization. The mattress is available 

with a size of 90 cm by 200 cm, as well as in other sizes on 

request.

All used materials and cover fabrics used have been consistent-

ly chosen for health improving qualities. The mattress is avail-

able in standard sizes of 80/90/100 cm x 190/200/210/220 cm, 

and in special sizes of 120/140 cm x 190/200/210/220 cm.
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Overview interior furnishings:

Individuality means quality of life

Order no.: 890.01348 (german)
Order no.: 890.01349 (english)

Chairs, Tables

Order no.: 890.01588 (german)
Order no.: 890.01648 (english)
Order no.: 890.01649 (french)

Cupboards

Order no.: 890.01628 (german)
Order no.: 890.01650 (english)
Order no.: 890.01651 (french)

Interior furnishing beds in detail

an overview of the interior furnish-

ing beds

Order no.: 890.01689 (german)
Order no.: 890.01690 (english)
Order no.: 890.01691 (french)

Living and caring – 
designs to meet demanding requirements

Hermann Bock GmbH

Nickelstr. 12

D-33415 Verl

Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 52 46.92 05.0

Fax: +49 (0) 52 46.92 05.25

Internet: www.bock.net

e-mail: info@bock.net

®  Registered trademark 
Order no.: 890.01206
Issued: september 2007
Subject to technical modifications


